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SECOND PORTION OF CONFERENCE

● Discussion about inclusiveness and equity, and 
how it relates to the pandemic recovery

● Two panel discussions, both kicked off with brief 
presentations by Minneapolis Fed staff
• Background on current Minneapolis Fed initiatives related 

to workers and to minority- and women-owned business 
enterprises (MWBEs)

= Context for both of the following panel discussions

• Brief overview of pandemic recovery among MWBEs to 
help tee up first panel
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DISCLAIMER

The views expressed here are 
the presenter's and not 
necessarily those of the 

Federal Reserve Bank of 
Minneapolis or the Federal 

Reserve System.
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BACKGROUND ON ECONOMIC 
INTELLIGENCE GATHERING

● Federal Reserve tracks current economic conditions for 
the purposes of setting monetary policy
• Dual mandate from Congress regarding monetary policy: 

• Create stable price environment

• Maximize employment

● Tracking current economic conditions
• Historically sought information from firms – esp. large firms

• Offers a good snapshot of aggregate activity

• Offers insights across geography and industry sectors
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BACKGROUND,  CONT.

● But this large-firm approach has blind spots
• Minority- & women-owned business enterprises (MWBEs)

• Most MWBEs tend to be smaller operations

• Workers
• Labor markets viewed mostly through eyes of firms (demand), 

and not workers (supply); particularly relevant given current labor 
force participation trends

● More outreach specifically to these groups
• Outgrowth of Bank’s long-running diversity & inclusion efforts, 

including the Bank’s “Racism & the Economy” series

• Not all efforts are “new” – but they are expanded, more 
intentional & public
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MORE INCLUSION:  THE W HY & HOW

● Goal #1: Make the Bank (and monetary policy) smarter 
about current economic conditions & who is – and is not –
recovering from the pandemic

● Secondary (maybe “1a”) goal is to make the public and 
media more aware of these voices/stakeholders

● New “voices” now officially reflected in Beige Book
• Published 8x/year in conjunction with FOMC meetings

• Followed closely by economy watchers, including media

• Publicly demonstrates Minneapolis Fed and System efforts to be 
more inclusive regarding the pandemic’s effects and recovery
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BEIGE BOOK: NEW VERSION, FEBRUARY 2021
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GOALS OF THE NEXT TW O PANELS

● Briefly provide information about what 
Minneapolis Fed has learned about MWBEs and 
workers during the pandemic…

● …which will tee up discussion among local 
experts and practitioners on the unique 
challenges faced by MWBEs and workers during 
the pandemic and related recovery

● First up: MWBEs
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PANDEMIC SURVEYS & MW BE S

● General Business Survey
● Quarterly business conditions survey includes an 

MWBE respondent component

● Response size/share
• Minority-owned responses – 8-12 percent

• Woman-owned responses – 30-40 percent

● A good snapshot of conditions, but not a scientific 
sample; interpret cautiously
• More of a guide for general trends than specific outcomes
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PANDEMIC AID:  PPP (MAY 2020 SURVEY)

Similar shares of MWBEs applied for 
aid; fewer found a bank to take 
application, & fewer received funding
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REVENUES DURING PANDEMIC ( R E P E AT E D  C R O S S  S E C T I O N S )

MWBEs not seeing same revenue trends, esp. 
during low-infection periods (Q3 2020; Q1-Q2 2021)
Respondent composition also has a role (small biz; 
many located in Mpls-St. Paul)
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MANY CHALLENGES: LABOR AVAILABIL ITY

MWBEs having 
significant difficulties 
finding labor, but 
somewhat less 
difficulty than 
businesses overall

Lower revenue trends 
likely a factor
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SUPPLY CHAIN PROBLEMS

Through much of 
2020-21, lower share 
of MWBEs were 
having supply chain 
problems
Lower revenue trends 
again a likely factor
However, by Q3, 
MWBE supply chain 
problems have 
“caught up”
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CAPEX & PRICE CHALLENGES

MWBEs seeing somewhat higher 
price pressures, and not keeping 
up on capital expenditures
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NOW, ON TO THE EXPERTS!

In summary…

MWBE performance during the pandemic 
has lagged that of businesses overall, 
and that has lots of spillover effects
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